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the red target remains central, presented as a core truth, a cross for each of these young men to bear. most signifi-
cant, however, the target does not determine who they are; for albert and his Indigenous brothers, the target is a 
reality but it does not tether them to any one particular identity. 

For the brothers series, albert also selected a trilogy of images entitled brothers (our pasr, our present, our Future) to 
edition at life-size without any painted intervention. edited down, these three brothers become signifiers for all broth-
ers, a holy trinity, ever present in our past, our present, and our future. this idea of interconnectedness across time 
and space is also an important one for albert. throughout history, many artists have found impetus for their work in 
destabilizing stereotypes, exposing codified language, and correcting historical mistruths. albert’s practice certainly 
connects with this mode of art-making. What sets albert’s work apart, and I believe the brothers series exemplifies 
this, is his bold optimism. In albert’s hands, red targets become emblems—ripples in a pond or music booming from a 
speaker—such that in the face of historical misrecognition and present injustice, this “outer-stars person” takes us into 
the future with hope for our fellow man.

1] Quoted from an interview with stephen gilchrist in tony albert—It always seems Impossible until It’s Done (hong Kong: Conceptio 

unlimited, 2011), 37.

[2] Inga ting, “aboriginal crime and punishment: incarceration rates rise under neoliberalism,” Crikey, December 15, 2011, http://www.

crikey.com.au (accessed June 4, 2013).
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In 2011, while working on a project in beijing, local artists bestowed tony albert with a new name: Wai Xing ren, meaning “outer-
stars person.” since then, Wai Xing ren (pronounced why shing ren) has appeared in albert’s work as an alternative signature 
alongside images of aliens, space ships, and otherworldly beings. Wai Xing ren has found particular resonance within albert’s 
practice as the name speaks directly to the artist’s desire to create works that defy categorization. he says, “on this planet, there 
exist so many institutional definitions, labels, and categories that try to pigeonhole who I am and what I do. I am a human being, 
an aboriginal man, and a contemporary artist. I am me! I don’t wish for any other fixed definition…”  In other words, within his 
practice, albert could be said to shape-shift. From ancient stories to comic books, the shape-shifter has existed as a symbol of the 
pluralistic nature of reality and the world’s interconnectedness. significantly, unlike those who metamorphose or undergo other 
transformations, shape-shifters do not alter their essential being—think Clark Kent/superman. this possibility for multiple under-
standings and unfixed definitions comes to the fore in albert’s most recent series of portraits entitled brothers.

this new body of work was inspired by events that took place in sydney’s Kings Cross in april 2012, while albert was artist-in-res-
idence in the neighboring inner-city suburb of Woolloomooloo. a car full of teenage boys had been joyriding and suddenly lost 
control of the car, injuring a female pedestrian. In an effort to defuse the situation, local police shot and wounded two of the boys, 
one fourteen years old and the other seventeen. that the police not only drew weapons but also shot and wounded the boys, 
one has to ask: Were they targeted because of the color of their skin? In all likelihood, the reality is that—as young aboriginal 
men—they were. sydney journalist Inga ting has done extensive research into the incarceration rates of Indigenous australians, 
and the statistics are startling, revealing an incredible over-representation of Indigenous australians within the prison system. 
Indigenous australians are now 14.3 times more likely to be incarcerated than non-Indigenous australians, and about one in four 
prisoners is Indigenous, even though Indigenous australians make up just 2.5 percent of the general population. to put this in an 
international perspective, racialized punishment is not unique to australia:

…in south africa in 1993, just before the collapse of apartheid, the rate of incarceration for black men was 851 per 100,000 (or 
one in 118). In australia today, the imprisonment rate for Indigenous men is five times as high, at 4,228 per 100,000 (one in 24).

In the us—the world’s leading jailer, where more than one in 100 american adults are imprisoned—african-americans make up 
less than 13% of the population, but 38% of theprisoner population (an over-representation factor of three). In australia, 
Indigenous people make up just 2.5% of the population, but 26% of the prison population (an over-representation 
factor of 10.4).  

In response to the Kings Cross events, racial tensions flared across the community and rallies were subsequently 
organized. at one of these protests, albert saw a group of young aboriginal men, friends of the boys who had been 
shot, arrive shirtless with red targets painted on their bare chests. struck by their vulnerability and strength, albert 
envisioned a series of portraits in their honor. later in 2012, he had the opportunity to collaborate with a number of 
young aboriginal men living at Kirinari hostel in the south part of sydney. albert photographed eighteen defiant, 
proud, and strong young men with red targets emanating from their chests. he also photographed himself and his 
studio assistant in the same manner, to make a group of twenty portraits that form the basis for the brothers series. 
each bathed in a pool of warm light surrounded by darkness, the uniform structure emphasizes each boy’s individual-
ity. albert has also combined photographic and painting techniques to further stylize the portraits, transforming one 
boy into an astronaut, another into superman, and himself into an alien. In each of these portraits, the red target is 
visible but altered to become the planet saturn, superman’s trademark logo, and a uFo. 
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brothers 2013
acrylic and gloss medium on pigment print mounted to aluminium
210 x 280 cm



6 brothers 2013 (detail)



8 brothers 2013 (detail)
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brother (our past) 2013
pigment print on paper
150 x 100 cm
edition of 3 + 2aps

brother (our present) 2013
pigment print on paper
150 x 100 cm
edition of 3 + 2aps

brother (our Future) 2013
pigment print on paper
150 x 100 cm
edition of 3 + 2aps
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We Can be heroes 2013 
acrylic and gloss medium on pigment print mounted to aluminium
42 x 30 cm (4)
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Champions of the world 2013
acrylic and gloss medium on pigment print mounted to aluminium
29 x 21 cm (2)
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here comes the story 2013
acrylic and gloss medium on pigment print mounted to aluminium with infinite wall drawing in pencil
28 cm diameter, wall drawing variable 
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here comes the story 2013 (detail)
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Just like the time before and the time before that 
2013
acrylic and gloss medium on pigment print 
mounted to aluminium with infinite wall drawing 
in pencil
29 x 21 cm, wall drawing variable 
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Just like the time before and the time 
before that 2013 (detail)
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one love, one heart 2013
acrylic and gloss medium on pigment print mounted to aluminium
30 x 30 cm
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one love, one heart 2013
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above us only sky 2013
acrylic and gloss medium on pigment print mounted to aluminium
30 x 30 cm
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above us only sky 2013
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things will never be the same 2013
acrylic and gloss medium on pigment print mounted to aluminium
30 x 30 cm
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things will never be the same 2013
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It’s just a shot away 2013
acrylic and gloss medium on pigment print mounted to aluminium
30 x 30 cm
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It’s just a shot away 2013
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Where justice is a game 2013
acrylic and gloss medium on pigment print mounted to aluminium
29 x 21 cm
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this land is me 2013
acrylic and gloss medium on pigment print mounted to aluminium
29 x 21 cm
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